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We are a creative concrete
producer dedicated to improving the
built environment.
Our patented method for casting
concrete allows us to introduce
organic life in your room or city
environment.
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Concreted poured
on bubble

Another layer of
bubble applied

The Butong panel
is formed

Aim of document:
Skärmvägg

Skärmäggen utföres i vita translucenta butongskivor. Med eller utan nät enligt senare besked från
arkitekt.
2 0 1 1 - 1 0 - 2 3 Skivorna gjuts med infällda L-stål ramar som
endera monteras till vertikala VKR 40x40 alt VKR
40x20. Eller horisontella stöd till bakomliggande
Inledande skiss enligt uppfattade synpunkter
vägg - Vridna PLS 40x3 och Ställbara tassar för
från Ljusrum. Detaljerade lösningar vid
hantering av ev ojämnheter i bef golv.
förbesked från kund.
Avstånd till vägg enligt arkitekt.
Idén är en exklusiv skärm som kan illustrera
Samtliga skivor utan, från framsida, synliga
kundens belysningslösningar och framkalla
infästningar.
en wowkänskla.

Sjöstadshamnen
This document aims at describing
how you as
an architect can design and regulate Butong in
your project. It will give you an understanding
of what is possible and what is price
determening. In all projects we want to work
closely with the architect, exchanging sketches
and details to realize your design with the best
possible result.
Kostnadsuppskattning:
ca: 20m² translucenta butongskivor.
Stålställning och ramar
Lackering av stål
leverans, montage

In most projects we deliver everything from
detail drawings according to architect,
structure in steel or wood, lighting fixtures,
delivery, mounting and follow up. In case of
vertical gardens or parks the watering system,
substrates, nutriments and seeds are also part
of the delivery.
Our process is the easiest way to produce a
concrete filter for any media. The process is
generic in the sense that it can be used for
many applications. Our filter works just as fine
for light, air, water, sound and vegetation substrate for plants is held by the panel and
plants grow out through the holes. By addition
of titanium oxide, in the fresh concrete, the
panel will clean nitrogene oxides from poluted
city environments.
For more info on products and applications,
please view our project folder and product
folder. Or contact Butong: butong@butong.eu

A few words:
Translucency - is similar to frosted glass or the

leafs of a tree. Meaning that these panels when
lit from behind are luminant. You will also see
shadows and outlines of what is between the
panel and the light-source.

Form-matrix - is a form with some kind of

shape, usualy flexible but solid materials are
used. Such asrubber, silicone or poly-utherane
is used and these matrices are quite expensive.
Butong normaly use air filled matrices, bubblewrap.

Cells - are in our process the extruded part

of the matrix, bubble. Standard matrices
are produced with cells of a few different
dimensions. The cells are arranged in triangular
patterns. The cells have a depth, diameter and
distance between each cell.
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h=4350, varav butong 4000, l=ca: 5000

Frågor:
Hur hantera skjutvägg.
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Concreted poured
on bubble

Another layer of
bubble applied

The Butong panel
is formed

Production:
Panels are produced by pressing two formmatrices together. How these matrices join
inside the panel deternmine the filter effect of
the panel, The fresh panel is created flat, on
a table and can after pressing be moved and
placed on any form. Due to that the cells of the
two sides of the matrix are joined, the panel
will keep its uniform thickness. In its fresh,
semi-hard, condition, panels can easily be
manipulated or cut to desirable shape.

Technical
Weight
10-20kg

Panels weigh 10-20 kg/m² depending on
requested transparency/strength.

Length x Width

Butong panels have no set dimension limit
and is only limited by budget and available
form-matrices. Our standard dimensions are
max 1200x1200. Larger panels are possible but
must be carried out on site and will be more
expensive.

Thickness

Elevation

Section

Panel depths vary depending on matrix and
requested transparency/translucency and
strength. Our standard matrices have cells of
3, 6 and 10mm depth, giving panels of 6, 9, 13,
16 and 20mm. These dimensions are ±2mm
depending on mentioned requirements. Parts
of panels can be produced deeper/stronger for
specific needs.
For very big projects with large budgets,
matrices with cells of any shape and size can
be produced.

Holes

Panels are filled with holes from both sides of
the panel in a hexagonal pattern. Since one
side is rotated 90° in relation to the other a
moiré pattern spreads across the surface. Holes
therefor range from Ø 0-30mm.

Finish:

Pattern

Panels can either be transparent, translucent,
or opaque.

Butong Pattern - is our transparent panel and
is seethrough. What is behind the panel is seen
through the panel pattern.

Opaque

Glazed
Translucent

Struktur

Butong Struktur - is our translucent panel The
translucency is due to that light is transmitted through leaf-thin layers of concrete that
is created when the two matrices are pressed
together.

Opaque panels - can be produced as a thicker

panel or with the cavities filled with concrete of
the same or differenting colours.
In addition all panels can be glazed when
called for.

Colours:

Filled
Concrete

Filled
Concrete

Glazed
Translucent

Back side with crushed glass pattern
Light from front
Light from back

Our panels can be ordered in most colours white to black or RGB. Keep in mind that blue
pigment is much more expensive than other
pigments.
The cavities in the panels can be filled with pigmented concrete, glazing - using the panel as a
pixelated canvas.
Another way to achieve colour is the addition
of recycled glass. The glass is ordered over the
panels and than glued to the panel by glazing.
The glass can be added on either side of the
panel or both. If added on the backside of the
panel - the panel has a normal concrete finish
until light is transmitted through the panel and
a sort of glass mosaic effect appears.

Crushed glass side, light from back

Shapes:
Every panel can be individually shaped. Unlike
other producers, we prefer to shape our panels
as this is the best way to make panels stronger
and is very easy to do in our process.

Fraktal

What needs to be concidered, for cost efficient
production, is the way the form is produced.
For example our lamp - Bright Night - is produced by placing one of our fresh panels on top
of a pipe and letting the panel hang like a thick
fabric until hardened. Our Fraktal panels are
created by placing short pipes in a hexagonal
pattern and letting the fresh panel take shape

Edges
Butong panel edges can be divided into three
categories: Solid- folded- and steel frame.

Solid

Solid

Solid frames either means that the distance is
greater between the two matrices - not allowing the cells to join or that the cells have been
removed. Removing cells or increasing the distance between the matrices can also be done
within a panel if higher strength is needed in
some areas or lines. If cells are removed in lines
over the panel on the back side, this is seen as
shadow lines across the panel and can be used
for interesting effects or subtle graphic patterns. It can off-course be done on the front
side as well - for more obvious patterns or text.
Folded edges are simply created by placing
the fresh panel in a frame. The edges are than
folded to the inside - creating a sort of integrated beam.
Steel frames are frames of 20x20x3mm L-steel
that we integrate in the panel. One side of the
panel has the flat side of the L-steel clearly visible, while on the other side the steel is almost
invisible. Steel frames are mainly used when
sharp corners and hidden details are requested.
The edges must be straight when using steel
frames.

L-Steel

Folded

Folded

Ceilings
Ceiling - Introducing the worlds first concrete
ceiling, we also give a solution to you acoustic
requirements. Sound is effectively diffused by
the material and a suitable level of absorption
can be achieved. We make two types of ceilings. The first type, overlapping, consists of
panels at different heights. The second type,
continuous, has panels placed edge to edge.
If you work with acoustics, please send us a
request for laboratory test results. Our ceilings
with absorbent mounted on slab reach Cclassification and have very good properties in
important frequencies.

Vertical parks
Specifications

We believe that the sterile walls of today will
vanish for the living, breathing cities of tomorrow. We hope the advantages of Butong together with your design will help us get there.

Our modular system is always placed with an
aired distance to the underlay.

The thickness of the panel is between 60 and

Panels in Inox frames have one side no longer
than 1m.

The substrate is a mix of pumice stone and
bio-char. Plants can spread by roots in the
substrate.

Butong, 20mm

Substrate,
20-120mm

Standard size of 3D panel is 800x800

Wall

The weight is approx 50kg per sqm depending
on thickness.

Air, 40-60mm

120mm, depending on situation.

Maintenance

Butong looks good in itself. The background to
the plants - the actual Butong panel - is used
for interior objects in exclusive settings and the
aestetic value of the actual Butong panel keep
maintenance costs low and open up for a multitude of plants that other suppliers can not
use. We can also start from seeds or seedlings
- offering the joy of seeing the wall mature and
develop over time.

Watering system
Tables for VIP lounges - Design Peter Marino Architects

Fully automatic or partly manual - watering systems are carried out according to your
needs. Working with a tank ensures that all
nutrients stay in the system. Tank needs filling
approx every month - depending of size. For
exterior walls, rainwater can be easily used to
run the system.

Edges

Your choice of folded frames or inox. Folded
frames enable 3D-panels, simulating nature,
allowing vegetation to be as random as it some
times can be. For exterior walls this is an advantage keeping maintenance minimal.

Closed system, tank hidden in Copper box

Frames, 3D-sail, white panel backlit.

Environmental impact

A vertical garden from Butong will lower street
temperatures, handle storm-water, clean-air,
and give habitat and food for insects

Health benefits

For people there are additional benefits. Vegetation has a proven impact on well-being and
our vertical gardens are truly a piece of nature
on your wall. A Butong vertical garden will
also greatly inhance the sound environment Achoustically tested to be Class A-C depending
on plant density.

Interior and Exterior

Wheather you are looking for an interior or
exterior green-wall - our solution is the best
looking and easiest maintained solution on the
market

Sound-absorbent

Our panels diffuse sound and a fully grown wall
acts as an A-class absorbent.
Please contact for detailed achoustic
properties of our different products

Collaboration

Great projects come from great clients,
great designers and great Butong.
We are used to working closely with architects and give detail suggestions to achieve
your design.
Please contact for more detailed description of
our different product lines.
All mails are answered within 24h.
butong@butong.se

